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1634. .u 1y I2. Lo. BALMERINOCH afainst Lo. JEDBUROn and ELLIOT.

THE Lo. Balmerinoch having comprised certain lands from the Lo. Jedburgh,
and using the order of redemption, and seeking declarator thereon against
Gilbert Elliot, who had a preceding wadset of these lands; and the defender
quarrelling the order, because at the. term, to which the redemption was used;
he was ready and. compeared with his procurator and offered a renunciation,
and ivas content to receive the money, so that the pursuer was in default him-
self, who would not deliver the money and receive the renunciation; and
where the pursuer replied, that the renunciation offered by the defender'wa
not sufficient, so that he could not accept the same; he duplied, That the
pursuer ought to have presented another renunciation to the defender, such as
he desired to have been perfected to the pursuer, which the defender was ready
to have subscribed, and to have then received his money; which the pursuer
not doing, per ipsum stetit that the redemption took not effect, and conse.
quently the order cannot be found lawful; for he ought to have formed his
own security, which if the defender had refused to subscribe (being lawful) then
the defender might justly have been found 'to be in mora, but this not be-
ing so done, this order cannot be sustained. This allegeance was repelled, and
the order sustained; for the defender'swrenanciation offered by him was not suf-
ficient, neither was it found necessary that the pursuer should have at the time
of the order, and at the term of redemption; offered such a renunciation to the
defender, as he would have had to be subscribed by him. Item, In this same
process, the deferider having also an infeftment of annualrent out of the same
lands, by and attour the said wadset; which annualrent was redeemable by
payment of the principal sum, eight days after any term of Whitsunday or
Martinmas, upon the premonition of forty days preceding; and the pursuer
having used the order for redemptionibf the same against that term, whereto
the wadset was craved to be redeemed, and not to the eight day after the term,
as the reversion bore; this order concerning the annualrent was not sustained,
seeing the defender was not warned to come and receive his money at the eight
days after the term; albeit the pursuer replied, That that clause was conceived
in the redeemer's favours, and seeing he had done. more than he needed, by
warning him, and making his money precisely ready at the term, that that
Iouse, wlhddas conceived in his favour, should not be converted to his pre-
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